AP 4101 Independent Study

Reference:

Title 5 Sections 55230 et seq.

Special Projects

Special projects or independent study is designed for students with previous course work in the specific program area. Arrangements may be made with an instructor to supervise the special project by developing a contract between the instructor and the student which includes the process for evaluating student progress. The contract is subject to approval by the appropriate administrator.

These projects are available for variable units consistent with Carnegie unit definition and involve research and special study in areas of interest within a given subject field. The actual nature of the project must be determined and approved in consultation with the supervising instructor and administration. Meeting times are by arrangement between instructor and student, with access to the instructor at least equivalent to that commonly available to students in courses conducted by other instructional methods. No student may claim more than 12 units of special projects credits toward graduation.

At this time Independent Study is not an approved format of course study at Taft College.